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WRITE TO US

We would greatly appreciate your feedback and comments

regarding any of the pieces published in this issue. We will

be printing a selection of the letters in our forthcoming

issues.
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Mail your letters to CultureCultin@gmail.com.

Connect over Facebook at
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EDITORIAL

Two eyes. Two paintings



I have never been an atheist. If the rider of absolute honesty be imposed,

I may go so far as admitting that it was a due to a propensity in the

major part of my teenage years to turn the other way, rather than any

soundproof conviction, that would lead me to ‗believe‘ that God did not

exist.

It would be anger or disappointment, underexpressed emotions of a

child trying to play a self-conceived version of his adult self.

It would inevitably be the wrath - the bad dices of life that would make

the self seek refuge. It would find cushion in the turbulent alleys of

imagination, which would display all the traits of a true artist while

painting hope in absolute chaos.

With age, however, the works of the other true artists in this world and

those beyond began to slow down the march of the automated, proud

modern mind and it wasn‘t long before the brain, in a blind, instinctive

lunge at comprehension, began piecing together shards of new experiences, lived through words, sounds and visuals that remained unchanged in forms but for the way I was to interpret them.

―The mysteries of creation - the creation of the arts - was to be

unravelled‖ was the original idea which later adopted the standing tagline, ―so as to follow in those footsteps‖. A few solved ones and the idea

of the unsolved infinite is all it takes to feel a sense of unfathomable awe

towards the architect, the composer, the director of the grandest piece

of drama at play around this life of ours and in the stars beyond.

And yet, in a day and age marked by the capricious power play by selfappointed religion representatives, theism has been reduced to being a

sceptre for gross misrule. The dishevelled unity of mankind has been

further partitioned by groups advocating varying means of invoking the

omnipresent.

I believe atheism is undoubtedly the better alternative during such a

time - that atheism which is as sound a system of belief as religion at

their finest. Atheism cannot be the ―‘Godless‘ by mere declaration‖,

―conceptually hollow‖ form that I would mean to practise in my teens.

The best among the atheists I have come across are ones who do not

require the concept of God to lead their lives for the fact that they have

already invested all of that belief in themselves and their fellow human

beings – a trait they tend to share with the best of believers.

I confess I may not be capable enough to ever be either of the ‗best‘. Yet I

daresay it would have been enough for me if I could forget exactly when

and under which circumstances I wrote this down - if only I could retain

the what and forget the how; maybe after a hundred dark nights‘ hence!
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… it would be

enough for me if I

can forget exactly

when I wrote all this

down... a hundred

dark nights‟ hence!
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CORRESPONDENCE



Letters may have been edited for clarity.



Send in your opinions and feedback to

CultureCultin@gmail.com



OODLES OF TALENT

Dropping by a word of heartiest congratulations to

the team of CultureCult who have, in their very first

issue, succeeded in engineering a brilliant feat in independent publishing by creating something that has the

potential to go places!

Great choice of writing, artwork, design. Everything about this magazine oozes oodles of talent.

Here’s wishing CultureCult all the luck for a promising future ahead. Keep churning out the beauties!

- Jayati Sinha, Kolkata, India



MEMENTO MORI



OPPOSING AGGRESSION

As novel as the idea of the column ‘Ban Culture’

appeared on paper, it was unfortunate to find that

the article ‘Naked Aggression’ was thoroughly biased

as far as the views of FEMEN (the radical group of

women falsely calling themselves ‘Feminists’) are

concerned.

What the article fails to convey the group’s

escalating, provoking attacks on anything that has

to do with Islam which leaves very little difference

between the group and the fundamentalists they

intend to criticise.

How such a group can ever bring about a

change in mindsets is beyond me. Their flashbulb

hogging actions and tactics are a blight in the name

of feminism and have seldom appeared to be anything

but a gimmick. The writer should have addressed

their nearly militant attitude before dragging in references of Simone de Beauvoir and citing credible examples of social activism from the world over, alongside FEMEN.

- Pritha Sharma, Pune, India



It was good to see a proper homage to Sombhu Mitra

in the October issue of your magazine. The curse of

oblivion is a disease which we suffer from greatly as

we conveniently brush aside the past every single day.

It is good to find a new endeavour putting as much

emphasis on the present as on the past.

A word of thanks for the retrospective of Sunil

Das. His unfortunate death has been a jolt for the art

world but those of us left have very little to do except

remembering the dead with reverence when the inevitable happens.

-Ashok Kiran Paul, New Delhi, India



DISCOVERING JIBANANANDA

The best thing about your first issue was the poetry,

especially ‘Ayalan’ by Adisa Obasanjo and ‘Warmth’

by Ankit Kaushal.

The serial - Siddhartha Pathak’s ‘Cross Eyed

Sleep’ seems to be off on a grand note while Herbert

H. Hoffman’s ‘Plethora and Wholesale Too’ is a

funny but enduring little tale about modern society!

But the cake would go to the translations of

Jibanananda Das’ poems. I have seldom come across

a piece of poetry as hauntingly mesmerizing as

‘Twenty years hence’. I can’t even imagine how they

must be in the original.

- Brian Lorre, Hobart, Australia
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